TIES 2016 — Toronto International Electroacoustic Symposium

Toronto, 10–13 August 2016

TIES 2016 is a co-presentation of the Canadian Electroacoustic Community (CEC) and New Adventures in Sound Art (NAISA) in collaboration with the Canadian Music Centre (CMC). TIES is held in parallel with the 18th edition of Sound Travels, NAISA’s annual Festival of Sound Art. The Keynote Speaker for TIES 2016 is John Oswald.

Activities take place at the Canadian Music Centre (Wed morning–afternoon, Thurs–Fri morning sessions) and at Geary Lane (Wed evening, Thurs–Fri afternoon–evening, all day Saturday).

Help spread the word on Facebook!
http://facebook.com/1113354962048711
Schedule Summary

Day 1 — Wednesday 10 August

LOCATION: CMC
09:00–17:00  Installation: John Oswald
12:00–13:00  Opening Reception / Registration
13:00–14:00  Lecture-Recital #1: Kośmiej
14:00–15:00  Lecture-Recital #2: Giannoutakis
15:30–16:30  Lecture-Recital #3: Dodge
16:30–17:00  Installation: Johann Diedrick (introduction)

LOCATION: GEARY LANE
19:00–19:30  Installation: Campbell Foster
19:30–22:00  Symposium Concert #1

Day 2 — Thursday 11 August

LOCATION: CMC
09:00–17:00  Installation: John Oswald
10:30–13:30  Mobile Installation: Johann Diedrick
09:30–10:30  Paper Session #1: Avantaggiato, Martin
10:45–12:15  Paper Session #2: Hyde, Byrne, Toninato/Dall’Ara-Majek

LOCATION: GEARY LANE
13:30–18:30  Mobile Installation: Johann Diedrick
14:15–15:15  Special Session: Guillaume Campion & Guillaume Côté
15:30–17:00  Symposium Concert #3
19:00–19:30  Installation: Campbell Foster
19:30–22:00  Sound Travels Concert: Two Retrospectives — John Oswald and Paul Dolden

Day 3 — Friday 12 August

LOCATION: CMC
09:00–13:00  Installation: John Oswald
09:30–10:30  Paper Session #3: Yoganathan, Morrison
10:45–12:15  Paper Session #4: Bargrizan, Avantaggiato, Andersen

LOCATION: GEARY LANE
13:30–18:30  Mobile Installation: Johann Diedrick
14:15–15:15  Special Session: Guillaume Campion & Guillaume Côté
15:30–17:00  Symposium Concert #3
19:00–19:30  Installation: Campbell Foster
19:30–22:00  Symposium Concert #5

Day 4 — Saturday 13 August

LOCATION: GEARY LANE
09:30–11:00  Paper Session #5: Brown, Goncalves, Sannicandro
11:15–12:45  Paper Session #6: Connolly, Graham, Peuquet
12:45–18:30  Mobile Installation: Johann Diedrick
14:15–15:15  Lecture-Recital #5: Hron
15:30–17:00  Symposium Concert #4
19:00–19:30  Installation: Campbell Foster
19:30–22:00  Symposium Concert #5